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Company 
Introduction

ALM MEDIA is a web contents production company, a publisher and a supplier of web 
contents. And also a company led by a writer-turned-CEO. So, our motto is Win-Win 
with Creators.

Based on our own webtoon production system, we do collaboration with artists. 
Reducing the artist’s burden by collaboration, It improves the quality of the work.

PRODUCING CONTENTS OF ALL OF THE WORLD, this is the aim of ALM MEDIA.

ALM MEDIA Co., LTD.
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So I Decided to Kill the Prince

Type / Length webtoon / about 100 episode

Detailed Genre Romance Fantasy

Product Type Game / webtoon / publishing 

Target Age 10~30s Female

Contents Introduction

<So I Decided to Kill the Prince> is a Romance 
Fantasy based on the French Revolution.

Summary: A mordern-day college student majoring 
in history awakens as an extra of a story that has 
system based on social status. In addition, the 
prince who is the his own Lord throughout heaven 
and earth got interesting to her?!

But she was a citizen in a democracy.

-All men are created equal-

So, she makes up her mind. Everyone is equal in 
front of the guillotine!
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Sweet Home Woozoo-ri

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
50 episodes in 1 Season
(Currently, Season 1 end)

Detailed Genre Comic, Fantasy, Drama

Product Type Drama / Animation / Game /
Webtoon / Publishing

Target Age 10~30s Female

Contents Introduction

An alien fall into remote rural town of Korea!

Judith, a space villain but a simple soul alien, 
captured by three grannies and little by little 
become a ruralist.

An alien’s Korean rural experience fantasy 
adventure!
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Droplets of Deserts and 
Steppes

Type / Length Webtoon / about 100 episode

Detailed Genre Romance Fantasy

Product Type Game / Webtoon / Publishing

Target Age 10~30s Female

Contents Introduction

The Romance for one girl, four different types of 
man give the love for her in 8th century Silk Road!

The successor of a Great trading Group, Yu-sung-an, 
who will choose?

The fantastic romance she experiences across the 
East and West.
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Mustache & Suspender

Type /
Length

Webtoon /
29 Stories in 2 Seasons, 
114 Episodes(Scroll Type)
Publishing/5 books published

Detailed Genre Fantasy / Mystery / Adventure /
Comic / Drama

Product Type Animation/Game

Target Age 12~40s

Contents Introduction

An adventure of two flatmate, Eric and Will.

Eric records the mysterious THINGS and Will is Eric’s 
assistant.

Mysterious THINGS are everywhere, even a Vampire 
and a Witch.

One day, Eric and Will heard a story of the black 
diamond. At that time, the dark shadow related to a 
black diamond is shadowing to the royal family.

Solve and Get through the conspiracy, Mister& 
Mister!
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Hello Zombie

Type /
Length

Webtoon / 
35 Stories, 66 Episodes
Publishing/2 books Published

Detailed Genre Fantasy / Adventure / Dark 
Comedy / Pette-Core

Product Type Animation / Drama / Publishing

Target Age 20~30

Contents Introduction

Tracy, a zombie who doesn't die and Vanessa, 
psycho who cuts others head and takes it like 
friends. Their bloody pink daily life!

On the first day of moving into a strange town 
alone, Tracy meets a child who break into her 
house. A suspicious child who does not know her 
name, age, any contact information quickly cuts 
Tracy's head with scissors, saying she likes Tracy. 
Turns out this kid is a psycho who cut off the head 
of someone she liked and keep it as a friend.

However, Tracy is a zombie who don't die even 
if her limbs are cut off. So the little girl rejoices, 
saying, "If you don't die even if cut your head, 
then...then we'll be friends forever.“

Tracy was surprisingly weak at the child's "I’m 
lonely. there is no one with me." so, Tracy 
sympathizes with her and begins to live together.

Zombies, aliens, fairies and witches, and voodoo 
magic are mixed with their unique colorful art style 
and having a cult charm.

Pop art-style paintings, which are close to American 
cartoons, go very well with the cartoons set in 
Florida. And each episode that unfolds like a sitcom 
is like watching an omnibus animation.
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